
YH Series Quantitative Filling Machine User Manual

Normal type □3.2L ☑5L □8L □12L □17L

Food Grade □5L

Manufacturer: Changsha YiGuang Pharmaceutical Machinery Co.,Ltd.

Telephone：0731-85834411 Mobile phone：15013509826



Product Structure



Control Panel

Press ①, the number in the digital display frame flashes, press ② to

move to the desired position, press ③ to increase to the desired value,

and finally press back① to stop the flashing, the other operations are

same like this.

Operation Instructions

1. The bracket installation refers to the above picture installation;

2. Function introduction:

A: [Filling time]: Set the running time of the pump;



B: [Wait time]: The interval time between the first and second times

of automatic filling state; used in automatic filling state;

C: [Counter]: remember the production volume within a certain

time;

D: [Filling speed]: Adjust the size of the discharge;

E:[Filling setting]: button for automatically setting the filling amount;

when the machine is turned on; start the filling setting; when the

filling amount of the machine reaches the amount you need; then

press the filling setting; the machine automatically remembers the

time; so the filling volume is finishing set;

F: [Manual]: Manual state switching and use of electric filling key

switch;

G [Auto]: Automatic state switching and use of automatic filling key

switch;

3. Simple use instructions: turn on the machine; put the volume you

need under the discharge port; start [filling setting] to start filling;

when boring filling reaches the position or weight you need; then

turn off [filling Set]; this way the machine will automatically

remember the filling amount you just made; then choose [Auto] or

[Manual] to start work;



4. The machine is guaranteed for one year; the pump is a diaphragm

pump; when it is found that the flow rate is reduced, need to be

replaced; can be purchased from the manufacturer.

Warmly Tips:

1. The filling machine should be cleaned after use, should be without

residues; this can extend the service life of the machine!

2. When the filling machine is idle after use, must remain some water

in it to keep the lubrication inside the pump, in this case it won’t

happen the situation:no start up or non-operation when it use next

time; do not worry if such a problem occurs; It can be operated

normally by pouring some water into the discharge port.


